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Soviets blast Reagan, say his "honeymoon" is over
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union
has been severely stung by Reagan
administration claims that the
Kremlin is in league with Interna- every American charge against leading circles have taken note of a allegation by Secretary of State Alextional terrorists and has struck back Moscow will be rebutted.
new anti-Soviet hostile campaign be- ander Haig, Jr. that the Soviet Union
angrily at what it calls an "anti-Soviet
A special statement issued yester- ing unfolded in the United States." supports policies that "foster, support
campaign" in the United States.
day by the Soviet state news agency This indicated the statement was ap- and expand international terrorism."
Tass said "any allegations about the proved at the highest official levels.
Some Western diplomats here said
Senior Western diplomats here said Soviet Union's involvement in terthey saw Haig's stance and Reagan's
A SENIOR West European envoy comment Thursday - that Soviet
yesterday that Soviet officials have roristic activities represent a gross
dispensed with any idea they might and malicious deception. They cannot said the Tass comment "goes beyond leaders reserve the right "to commit
have had about extending a but cause feelings of indignation and the level of ordinary propaganda, and any crime, to lie, to cheat," - as
"honeymoon" period to the new legitimate protest in the Soviet peo- is a very serious thing."
legitimate expressions of American
The news agency statement was a irritation with Soviet policies.
foreign policy team in Washington. ple."
The statement began, "Soviet partial response to last Wednesday's
The diplomats predicted virtually
One envoy said it is pointless to be

Kremlin denies accusations of international terrorism

channels to complain to Washington.
The ranking American diplomat
here, Charge d'Affaires Jack
polite in public statements when Matlock, was called to the Foreign
world realities are grim.
Ministry last Thursday to hear a protest over U.S. condemnation of the
OTHERS, however, believe that the Soviet media's handling of the
escalating war of words will only ag- U.S.-Iran hostage crisis.
gravate Soviet-American relations
YESTERDAY, Soviet and
already strained over, among other
things, the presence of Soviet troops in American officials confirmed that
embassy officers were summoned
Afghanistan.
They cite the prominent media play "recently" to the Foreign Ministry,
given the U.S. pronouncements.
and U.S. sources said the session dealt
Moscow also has used diplomatic with the terrorism issue.

Column
one
Buckeye Chuck fails
to see shadow
MARION, Ohio (AP) - While
Pennsylvania's Punxsutawney
Phil today predicted six more
weeks of winter weather, Ohio's
official groundhog offered a
better forecast.
Spectators at Brick Knob,
north of Marion, said there was
evidence th-.t Buckeye Chuck
emerged today, failed to see his
shadow, then took a stroll
through the adjacent woods.
And because Chuck didn't see
his shadow, groundhog legend
predicts spring is on the way.
Last year, the Ohio House of
Representatives recognized
Chuck as the state's official
groundhog by approving a proclamation which read in part:
"We wish to recognize Buckeye
Chuck of Marion as the world's
preeminent groundhog weather
forecaster."
Marion residents insist there
Is no gimmickry connected
with their groundhog, because
he roams wild. Punxsutawney
Phil is kept in a habitat yearround. On Groundhog Day, Phil
is taken to Gobler's Knob for
his special ceremony.

New Panhel officers
begin terms today
Today marks the beginning of
the year-long terms of the new
Panhel officers elected last
week.
The new officers are Kathy
Hofler, president; Linda
Callahan, first vice president in
charge of the pledge council;
Joanne Veto, second vice president in charge of rush; Beth
Price, assistant second vice
president who works with rush
counselors; Lisa Strommen,
cabinet director in charge of
committees; Lisa Gravette,
secretary; and Mary Ellen
Levak, treasurer.
The election was conducted
by last year's officers, excluding the president, and the
council, consisting of four
delegates from each sorority.

Inside
Opinion
The News thinks the University's Human Relations Commission is finally headed in the
right direction. Page 2.

Elsewhere
Education Secretary T.H.
Bell yesterday scrapped the
Carter administration's bilingual education proposals that
would have required the nation's schools to teach
youngsters in their native
language. Page S.
Firefighters rescue 80
fishermen from an ice floe in
Lake Erie. Page I.

Weather
Mostly cloudy. High 12 (-11
C), low 0 F (-18 C). «H>ercent
chance of precipitation.

Applying glue to a shoe's heel, Glenn Haught, who lives near Pemberville, finds
satisfaction In making a shoe look good. The local cobbler says business is booming
and repaired 85 pairs of shoes last week with more to go. Haught repairs shoes for

staff photo by Scott Keeler
customers from as far away as Fostoria and Fremont, as well as for all of the shoe
stores In Bowling Green.

Sole man:

Self-proclaimed Westerner makes living mending shoes
by Lisa Bowers
staff reporter

The shop was in an alley.
Inside, silver pipes jutted from a wall of cheap paneling and
the cement floor was scuffed with dirt. Behind the counter, a
burly man tilted his black-felt cowboy hat and scratched his
beard.
Without the piles of wounded shoes lying along the walls, one
never would have guessed that Glenn Haught was a shoe
repairman.
Haught, who lives near Pemberville, has mended shoes for
the last two years. His shop, Western Look, 147 N. Main St., has
sheltered hundreds of shoes with worn soles in need of heeling.
"I find satisfaction in making a shoe look good. I went from
being a white-collar worker to this, and I could never go back
to wearing a tie or shaving my beard," Haught, 39, said.
"Besides, I look better like this."

HE IS the only shoe repairman in Bowling Green. Last week
he repaired 85 pairs of shoes and he had many more to go.
Business has boomed in the last year mainly because the
dreary economic situation has forced people to have their
shoes repaired instead of buying new ones, Haught said.
But he does not recapture history's image of a cobbler.
Haught is a self-proclaimed Westerner who never takes his
hat off and never wears shoes-only cowboy boots. His teeth are
stained with Red Man chewing tobacco and he wears Sears
Roebuck Jeans and a T-shirt underneath a flannel shirt.
And he has just sold his horse.
"Now I'm a cowboy without a horse. I just didn't have time
to ride her because I work seven days a week. But I still like to
go to horse shows and rodeos when I can," he added.
BECAUSE HE is so busy, Haught said, he would not mind if
another repair shop opened in town. People from as far as
Fostoria and Fremont bring him shoes to mend.
"The greatest number of people who bring me shoes say they

Ash certain officers are innocent
by Stephen Hudak
staff reporter

City Police Chief Galen Ash said he
is so confident his officers are not guilty of police brutality that he requested
the Toledo office of the FBI to examine the alleged civil rights violations.
"I'm not saying our people don't
make mistakes, but to be flagrant out
and out - no," Ash said.
Special Agent Gary Brinker of the
Toledo office of the FBI said he had
been contacted by Ash, but that Us office would have to receive a personal
complaint from the victim claiming to
be physically abused before the FBI
could get involved.
"Once we had a personal complaint,
we would have no choice but to investigate since it would fall under the
civil rights statute," Brinkers said.
City police officials have denied
charges by a University student that
he was physically and verbally abused after he refused to accept a traffic
citation early Jan. 23.
Responding to charges by Siyaniso
Mukondweshuro, Ash in a letter to the

Citizens of Bowling Green dated Jan.
29 denied that anyone had been a victim of police brutality in Bowling
Green.
"I submit that no one has been victimized or brutalized by members of
the police division. If and when such a
violation would occur against any
member of this community, appropriate action would be immediate.
The police division has always and
will continue to maintain an open
door," Ash wrote.
Dr. John Merriam of the American
Civil Liberties Union in Bowling
Green, said the ACLU had not been
contacted by Mukondweshuro. If
there are instances of unprofessional
conduct, Merriam said, then the
ACLU could write letters and lend
support.
Black Student Union President Jeff
English said the BSU has not made
any definite plans toward addressing
Mukondweshuro's charges, but that
they were waiting until Mukondweshuro appeared before the next Student Government Association
meeting.
"We (the BSU) are going to feel the

situation out We don't want to rehash
what everyone else is going to do. But
we'll know for sure after the meeting
next Wednesday," English said.
Mukondweshuro, a 28-year-old international student from Zimbabwe,
alleges:
•Sgt. Dennis Joseph, the arresting officer, told him, "You stupid black people, you dumb Africans don't understand anything;"
•Joseph pushed him to the pavement
and ripped his coat;
•Another officer stood on his head and
back;
•No police official read him his rights;
•Police had his car towed by a city
firm costing $30, even though his
residence was only a few feet away;
and
•It. Thomas Votava and Sgt Thomas
Brokamp used excessive force when
fingerprinting him, and threatened to
have him deported.
Although Mukondweshuro has not
made any official claims, he said that
if the city proceeds with their charges
he will take some action against the
city.

need them fixed in a hurry. But when they are done, they let
them sit here forever before they pick them up.
"There's one pair of boots that have been sitting here for
over a year," he said, grinning.
The cowboy also repairs shoes for all of the shoe stores in
Bowling Green. Shoes are piled on shelves and in boxes, shoe
heels are stacked in the bathroom, and the rest of the shop is
cramped with machines.
"I take shoes that need to be sewn home at night, and my
wife helps me with them. If I did everything myself, I would
have to be here 24 hours a day," Haught said.
The repair shop, although situated behind other buildings in
the alley, still has a style of its own. Haught may not recapture
the image of the little old gray-haired cobbler sitting at the
work bench, but the shop's small red-brick frame does.
And Glenn Haught may not have elves to keep him company
at night, but he does have his portable television and cowboy
posters on the wall.

Grand jury indicts
killing, rape suspects
by Stephen Hudak
staff reporter

Three suspects in the killing of University freshman Stephen Bowers
and two suspects in the alleged kidnap and rape of a University coed have
been indicted by the Wood County Grand Jury.
Brian Thompson, 18, of Perrysburg Heights, and two juveniles who
have been certified to stand trial as adults - Edward Villarreal, 16, of
18330 Brim Rd., Lot 330; and Arthur Oviedo, 17, of Perrysburg Heights have been charged with the killing of Bowers, 18, of Canton.
THOMPSON, who is being held in Wood County Jail pending bond hearing, was arrested again Friday after the indictments were handed down
by a special session of the grand jury. Villarreal and Oviedo are being
held in the Wood County Juvenile Court Center on $50,000 bond each.
Allegedly, Villarreal, Oviedo and two others tried to enter the
Downtown Bar on Nov. 16, 1980, where Bowers worked checking indentif ication. Thompson, his attorney Richard Neller claims, was inside playing pool. After Bowers refused to admit the four to the bar because they
lacked proper identification, they tried to enter through the rear door of
the bar, police claim.
A fight ensued in the parking lot behind the bar, and Bowers was stabbed four times with a seven-inch knife. He died later that morning during
surgery at Wood County Hospital.
continued on page 4
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Oplnion
Better communication
improving HRC image
There has been good news lately on the communications
front.
It seems as if the University's Human Relations Commission finally is geting itself on the road to make some
progress after more than a year of floundering.
For the last year, HRC has been plagued by a membership boycott by one student organization and the problem
of getting off the ground as a new group dedicated to more
cultural rapport
It came down to one flaw in the group: There was not as
much communication between groups involved with the
program as there should have been. This especially was
harmful since the group was started on the premise that
more communication could overcome the "forces and
issues that divide us."
But finally that seems to be changing for the better. All
people involved with the group (except the minority group
that still is boycotting its membership) report that progress is being made. That would seem to be good news for
everyone at the University.
It's important to remember that while racial and
cultural differences cannot be amended over night there
should be a certain amount of time alotted to bridging those
formidable gaps. Now that HRC has had the time to
establish itself, it's time to get things started.
HRC has reached an important stage in its development.
Should the group fail its purpose this year, admininstrators
should reconsider seriously the group's usefulness.
We hope the same haggling that plagued HRC during
the last year won't hinder its work now. It's good to see that
progress is being made, but it's up to the commission as to
just how much can be accomplished.

Letters.

WASHINGTON - The people who

BG fans should learn
to be 'good sports'
I was recently very disturbed by a
comment in the Jan. 8 issue of The BG
News. In the article entitled "Falcon
Fans Lead Cheerleaders in Cheers?",
Pat Kennedy recommends that our
band should "verbally abuse opposing
players" to "have some fun." Anyone
who has been attending BG basketball
games has witnessed enough poor
sportsmanship and unethical
behavior on the part of the spectators
to suffice for the lack of it by our band.
We make opposing teams unwelcome
by booing as they are announced and
even as their cheerleaders enter the
arena. We catcall during foul shots in
an attempt to make the opponent
"choke" while in fact we should be
choked for our rudeness.
Furthermore, it is a wonder that we
can hire officials to take the abuse
that our fans give them regularly by
screaming obscenities, and hotly
disputing their calls. Many fans in the
front row jump up and show disapproval right in the officials face by
screaming and gesturing their
disgust. I believe that these people
should be evicted from the gymnasium.
Where are our manners? Better yet,
where is our sense of common decency? We should welcome any visitor to
our campus, not harass them. We
should respect our officials for the
trained professionals that they are
and not make their Job more difficult
than it already is.
Any of us that have had the opportunity to officiate basketball realize
what a difficult Job it is. Fans,
however, seem to think that officiating is easy. Most of them think
that they know the rules and the calls
better than the officials.
Perhaps we should keep our mouths
shut unless we have a higher officiating rating than those we hire to
referee our games. If an official is

poor he or she is poor for both teams have been the most adamant about
government spending have been from
and it usually evens out.
Let's stop encouraging rudeness the business community. I haven't
and start being good sports concerned spoken to a businessmen's group in
with fair play. We may even find that the last three years that hasn't been
critical of all the taxpayer's money
we "have some fun" doing so.
Dlanne Kerr
1024 East Wooster St

Quad thanked for help
with recycling project
Last week, the members of the Environmental Interest Group started a
recycling project on campus. Our
"Can It" program was started in an
effort to become more conservation
minded. Aside from the obvious advantage of cleaning up our environment, recycling cans makes good
economic sense. This project was
started in McDonald Quadrangle; and
the response has been overwhelming.
After only three days of collecting,
we have received an impressive
amount of cans. You have shown that
you care, and to the residents of Mac
Quad the EIG would like to say thank
you.
Audrey Veroskl
Public Relations EIG
124 Hayes Hall

Respond.
If you would like to comment on
something in the News or anything
of interest to the campus or community, write to the News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and
telephone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, amlicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editor of The BG News, 106 University Hall.
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being wasted by the bureancrats in
Washington.
The only problem with their agrument is that, in many cases, the
government is big business' major
client.
While they all voted for Ronald
Reagan because he promised to cut
down the cost of the government, big
business is starting to have second
thoughts about the economics Mr.
Reagan is proposing.
I happened to discover this when I
stopped by a large computer office the
other day that does millions of dollars
of business with the government
THE OFFICE manager was shak-

Focus
Art Buchwald
syndicated columnist

ing. "Reagan Just put a freeze on all
new equipment for government offices."
"That's a good start," I said.
"Are you crazy? Three-quarters of
our business is done with the government."
"Well, if you're going to cut government expenditures, you have to start
somewhere."
"You don't start with computers,"
he shouted. "That's false economy.
Computers are supposed to figure out
ways of saving the government
money."

"MAYBE WE have enough com- down on the size of the government,
puters now."
that means it won't order all the
"You can't have enough computers things that big government requires,
in the government. I can see Reagan which will hurt the private sector
putting a hold on chairs and desks and more than the government."
carpets. You can run the government
"NOW YOU'VE got it Big business
without them. But you don't throw the provides the fuel that makes the
baby out with the bath water."'
government go. And the government
"I'm sure the people who make fur- provides the money to buy the fuel."
niture for the government feel dif"I wonder why Reagan never
ferently. They're probably saying fur- thought of that when he attacked big
niture shouldn't be frozen, because government," I said.
you can't govern if you don't have
"The worst thing is that we never
chairs to sit on. It seems to me that the thought of it when we supported him. I
president is going to have to make his just got a call from my boss in the
cuts across the board if he hopes to home office and he wanted to know
keep his campaign promises."
why we weren't moving any com"You can say that in your business. puters."
But Reagan is going to have to get the
"What did you tell Urn?"
economy back on its feet, and he won't
"I told him we would as soon as I
be able to do that if he won't buy com- figured out how to put them on a
puters. We'll have to shut down our cruise missile."
factories if his freeze stays in effect."
(c) 1181, Los Angeles Times Syn"I can see your problem. If we Cut dicate

Draft 'hunters' solution to registration woes
Draft registration is once again
part of our government policy. It is an
issue that has drawn protest, praise,
and criticism.
Although an actual draft is not currently planned, the threat of one continues to loom overhead.
Many do not support a draft, but
those that so favor one claim that our
all-volunteer forces are simply not
adequate. The troops, they say are not
all that intelligent, lack coordination,
and lack that killer instinct
Well there is something that would
solve this problem. In fact it is so
practical of an idea that I'm surprised
some top government official hasn't
initiated this long ago.
THE SOLUTION draft hunters (and
for an indefinite term, I might add).
The benefits are many. Having
already developed a love of death,
hunters would not even have to be
trained to kill and I'm sure would offer no resistance to being drafted. No
longer would the average young man
have to worry about his number being
called. It would give us more troops
and although the coordination level
would stay the same and the intelligence level may sharply drop, the
killer instinct would most certainly be
there.
Currently, there are close to 20
million hunters in this country and
they're breeding like flies - over
crowding our woods, our farms, and
even our highways.
Even so, if we would draft hunters,
their contributions to the world of conservation and the effects they have
had on wildlife would be missed terribly.
What would we do if the millions of
wild animals and birds which were annualy killed, crippled, and maimed by
hunters would be living happily?
HOW COULD the public accent the
fact that our forests and woods would
no longer be dangerous to walk
through and enjoy?
Hikers, family pets, fanners'

Focus
Gregory Gorney
University student

—^—————————__——
livestock, cars, road signs or anything
else that always looked like a deer or
rabbit to the hunters would be spared
from bring shot at.
Hunters' license money supported
"wildife management." which involved burning and flooding of woodlands
and the manipulation of both habitat
and wildlife to provide for more
animals for the hunters to gun down.
So it was the more licenses sold, the

more wildlife to slaughter. It will
most certainly be difficult to replace
such a sound wildlife management
program.
SINCE HUNTING and wildlife
management created an overpopulation of certain species, people would
soon have to get used to wildlife being
at desirable population levels. I'm
sure this would also be difficult to get
used to, especially since by law
wildlife belongs to everyone, not just
hunters.
And, we certainly could not forget
the major accomplishment of the
American hunter over the years: the
extinction of several species of
wildlife, and the endangerment of
many others.
However, we as Americans have

had to make sacrifices in the past and
this truly would be a small price to
pay for the military supremacy that
we deem so important
Once drafted, the only problems I
foresee are very minor indeed. The
hunters' markmanship would have to
be impoved, for shooting at anything
that moves is hardly a practical
military approach to defense. Also the
hunters' favorite color, orange, would
have to be replaced by army green.
But I'm confident that the army
would be able to work things out so
much so that this program would be
one of the most successful and popular
in the history of this country.
And besides, drafting hunters would
be a most "sporting" way to end the
draft controversy.
1
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1980 census shows University residents' slight effect on city's size

Theme Week features
fantasies, fun and film

Bowling Green gains 17.7 percent in population
then submitted the residents' names to the U.S.
Department of Taxation to determine their income
brackets.
Bowling Green's population has increased 17.7
The city can identify low and moderate income
percent since 1970, although the boost was mainly residents, the primary benefactors of federal
among city residents as opposed to University grants, quicker with the census data, she said.
students.
According to the preliminary results of the 1980
"IT JUST simplifies data collection," Lineback
census, the city's population stands at 24,745, com- said, adding that census results are. helpful in
pared to 21,760 residents 10 years ago.
"identifying the needs of minorities. It is hard when
The population of Tract 218, which is composed there is no way to identify where they live."
mainly of on-campus housing, has increased from
Bowling Green plans to participate in the
7,328 residents in 1970 to 8,047 when the census was Neighborhood Statistics Program with the Census
taken last spring.
Bureau, a program that will provide the city with
Carolyn Lineback, Bowling Green's grants ad- more detailed information about its residents. The
minstrator, said the number of housing units in the program helps establish a communication network
city has increased 41 percent since the last census. among citizens by dividing the city into 23
Housing units, defined as a residence having its neighborhoods and assigning a resident in each
own entrance, totaled 5,270 in 1970. According to the area to keep informed on city affairs.
preliminary census results, housing units currently
"They (residents) can come in and make their
wishes known if they have any thoughts on a subadd up to 7,419.
ject," Lineback said.
A VACANCY rate of 3.3 percent Indicates that
"The Census Bureau later will provide us with
there are housing units which are unoccupied, economic and general characteristics, social
Lineback said.
characteristics, labor force characteristics,
According to Dr. Edward Stockwell, a University economic characteristics of the Negro populasociology professor, the constitutional reason for tion...," Lineback said.
taking a census is to reapportion Congress. The first
CENSUS DATA also is a faetror in determining
national census was taken in 1790.
Because the results of the census provide a city the amount of federal general revenue sharing
with information on the economic, social and labor funds a city receives, although several other
force characteristics of its residents, the data will elements are considered in dividing the funds.
Charles Foust, director of finances for Bowling
be helpful to Lineback in writing proposals for
Green, said the city received $347,870 in general
federal grants, she said.
In writing a proposal for the Summit-Enterprise revenue sharing funds in 1980. Projections for 1981
storm sewer project, Lineback said, she was forced indicate the city will receive 8349,982.
Stockwell, who worked at the Census Bureau durto comb the city directory for the names of
residents affected by the project Because residents ing the early 1960s, said an increase in Bowling
are hesitant to disclose their earnings, Lineback Green's general revenue sharing funds will depend
by Miry Alice Hentgei
stall reporter

on population increases in other cities. If Bowling
Green increases twice as fast as other cities, the
amount of funds received also will increase.
"Towns like Bowling Green will benefit because a
large part of the city is transient because of the
students," Stockwell said, adding that the city is not
required to supply the number of services provided
by other cities.
CENSUS RESULTS give a "static picture of the
size and population of a city," Stockwell said. He
added that census results probably will indicate
that Bowling Green is "much younger and probably
substantially poorer (than most cities) because half
of the population is low-income students." The
results also wjll indicate a high educational level,
Stockwell said.
He agreed that the rise in population is not among
residents connected with the University.
"The increase has been pretty much non-student
and it probably reflects people moving out from
Toledo to the suburbs," Stockwell noted.
While the more-detailed information provided by
the census may not be published, until 1982,
Stockwell said, some final reports will start coming
out this spring.
REPORTS ON the number of inhabitants in a city
and its general population characteristics, - such as
age, race, sex, marital status, - will be published
within the next few months, Stockwell said.
However, detailed characteristics of states and
metropolitan areas may not be released for 2-3
years.
Bowling Green will benefit from the census in
much the same way as other cities, he said.
"Bowling Green is not unique."Stockwell said,
adding that the data provides a basis for planning
and a means of determining allocations for funds to
public schools.

BriefSWomen in Business meeting

PM Magazine hosts

Women in Business will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 116 Business Administration Bldg. Sally Lenahan, assistant director of graduate studies in
business, will speak on "Where Do We Go From Here?"

Tom Marshall and Martha Sharan, hosts of the Toledo-based television
program "PM Magazine," will discuss their work at the Radio Television
News Association meeting today at 7 p.m. in 212 Moseley Hall.

Summer Course schedules

Milwaukee public schools

Preliminary summer course schedules will be available to students today.
Compare spring and summer quarter schedules to check for courses that are
not 'offered summer. These courses should be indicated on the summer
survey card which is included with spring quarter registration packets.

The Milwaukee public schools has added the following areas to its list of
needs: American Studies, Art, Asian Studies, Early Childhood Education,
Industrial Education, Deaf and H/H, EMR, MSPR, Speech, Guidance,
School Psychology and Reading. Sign up in the Placement Center.
Recruiting Date is Feb. 9.

Business sign-ups
University Placement Services will hold business sign-ups Feb. 4 at 7:30
a.m. in the Forum, Student Services Building.

Toxic waste meeting
There will be a meeting Feb. 4. at 3:30 p.m. in 257 Memorial Hall for
students interested in becoming involved in toxic waste research in northwest Ohio. For more information call the Student Consumer Union,
372-0248 or the Ohio Public Interest Campaign in Toledo, (419) 241-9093.

Flying Club to meet
The Flying Club will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 335 Education Bldg.
The Finance Club will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 105 Business Administration Bldg. Yearbook pictures will be taken.

Cleveland Browns' offensive
lineman Marshall Harris will be on
hand to help with Theme Week. On
Friday from 5-6 p.m. Harris will
tour male dorms. Film highlights
of the Browns' 198041 season will
be shown at 7 p.m. at the Student
Recreation Center where Harris
will answer questions.
For a complete schedule of
Theme Week events, consult the
Green Sheet.

Support the

dip March of Dimes
I BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION!

MULTIPLE
CHOICES
muuirLE vnvivcg
ITIULI

iru vnvivN

Answer the following questions relating to careers and cut out this questionnaire for reference when watching Multiple Choices today at 11 p.m. on
Campus Cable Channel 7. Multiple Choices is a weekly quiz, telephone callin and panel TV program about major student concerns.
Panelists for tonight's program are Jim Galloway, director of the University Placement office; Beth Casey, director for the Center for Educational
Options; and Susan Brush-Harr, career specialist at the Counseling and
Career Development Center.
If you or your group would like to be members of the studio audience for
any of the shows, call 372-2456.
1.

What are the skills needed for the career you have chosen?

2.

What are live possible occupations using the degree you are considering?

New Finance, Insurance chairman

3.

What is the best working environment lor you?

Dr. Raj NA. Padmaraj has been named chairman of the University's
Finance and Insurance Department. Padaraj, a faculty member since 1974,
succeeds Dr. Wayne Perg, who resigned to devote full-time to teaching.

4.

What type of pressure(s) do you teel when selecting a certain career?

Singlehood workshop

5.

List people or printed material you've consulted to help you with your
career choice?

6.

What have you done to look at the job market for your career for the
next five years?

7.

What non-academic activities can prepare you for your career
choice?

A successful singlehood workshop will be held today from 7-8:30 p.m. at
the Wood Country Office of Family Services of Greater Toledo, 130 S. Main
St. For cost and registration, call workshop leader Marilou Tonnesen,
352-4624.

...

,

Yearbook pictures for members of the World Student Association will be
taken today at 2 p.m. in the International Lounge, 17 Williams Hall.

X-COUNTRY SKIS

CHARLIE'S BLIND PIC
^ -

porate outside organizations while
having fun," Donovan said.
Another event of Theme Week is
"Fantasy Campus," sponsored by
Panhellenic Council, Lnterfratemity Council and Resident Student
Association. A student can purchase a 25-cent chance in the Union
Foyer Feb. 4-11 from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. These fantasies, such as spending an evening with the
mysterious campus group Sic Sic,
will only occur on campus.

World Student meeting

Finance Club to meet

Stadium
Plaza

Students who never get anything
in their mailboxes will be in for a
surprise today and tomorrow.
Bright blue balloons with "We've
got magic to do...Come explore
your fantasies" printed on them
will be placed in all residence hall
and greek housing mailboxes.
The balloons are part of The Office of Residence Life's Theme
Week, Feb. 4-11. A student must
blow up the balloon to find if he is a
winner. If the balloon has a special
marking, it can be taken to the Office of Residence Life and traded for
John Lennon and Yoko Ono's
"Double Fantasy" album.
Coordinators of Theme Week are
Nancy Donovan and Gregg Kindle.
Both are program facilitators at
the Office of Residence Life and
will be working with other programmers and assistant hall directors involved with Theme Week.
"We are trying to bring all the
residence halls together and incor-

J
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TONIGHT
One Coupon per Person ]
,^-^No purchase necessary 2-3-81
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HAPPY 22nd

VICKY,
Only 88 to go!!!!

The Brothers of Alpha Tau Omega
proudly announce their winter
quarter pledge class for 1981.

RENTAL • SALES

ICE SKATES
SKATE SHARPENING
Jan Enterprises, Inc.

John Denouchek
Joe Galea
Brad Martin
Keith Pausch

Mark Radcliffe
Doug Schieffer
Dave Wott

SKATE & SKI CENTER
2640 w Central A*e.
Toledo. OH 43606
(419) 475-5626

ROLLER SKATES • SKATEBOARDS • SNURFERS

HORSES-HORSES
English Riding & Jumping Lessons for Credit through the School of HPER
TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED
Instruction ln:
—Beginning Through Advanced
Hunt Seat Equitation
—Beginning And Intermediate
Jumping
—Cross-Country Riding

Focilities For:
-Indoor Arena 60x200 Feat
-Outdoor Hunt Course
-Cross-Country Trails
-Haatad Observation Room
-Boarding, Training, Showing

FoctsAbout:
—English Horsemanship
-Enroll Fall, Winter, Spring
PEG 145-1 Credit
-Maximum of 10 Riders per Class
PEG 245 • 1 Credit
-Course Fee $100.00
—M,T, W,R Classes -12:30-3:30
-Transportation Provided
—1 Hr. of Riding
* WE ARE THE ONLY COURSE APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY TO GIVE
ENGLISH RIDING LESSONS.

Instructor: John Vogel
River Hollow Form
West River Rood
Perrysburg, Ohio
1-874-3055

For Information Contact:
Solly Sokolo, 202 A Hayes Holl
372-2209
or
John Vogel 1-674-3055

j
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City Council briefs.

WINTER If SI

University to meet
with city officials

Requests for extra
assistant prosecutor

City officials and University administrators will meet Feb. 10 at 7:45 a.m.
in the Alumni Room, Union, to discuss
topics such as the housing ordinance, vandalism, Wood County airport expansion,
electric rates and other subjects of mutual
interest to the city and University.

Municipal Administrator Wesley Hoffman requested council to allocate $10,000
to the municipal prosecutor's office for the
hiring of an assistant prosecutor. Hoffman
said contested court cases have tripled
since 1976 and one prosecutor cannot handle all cases. No action was taken .

suspects

Irom page 1

Villarreal and Thompson were arrested
the same morning as the stabbing, and
Oviedo was taken into custody by city
police Nov. 20. The two other suspects,
reportedly juveniles, are still being sought
by authorities.
THOMPSON was released Nov. 26, 10
days after his initial arrest on 10 percent
of his $25,000 bond. At that time, he waived
his right to a preliminary hearing in
Municipal Court and gave a statement to
authorities under oath about the killing.
Since their arrest. Villa rreal and Oviedo
have been certified to stand trial as adults
by Wood County Juvenile Court Judge
George Forrest in a Dec. 31 hearing.
Two city juveniles, John Reuss, 17, of
258 S. Summit St., and Daniel Torres, 16,

RENTALS 1981 -1982
SCHOOL YEAR

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE

of 1005 N. Grove Ave., also were indicted
on charges of kidnapping and rape.
The indictments stem from allegations
by a University coed that Reuss and Torres, who have since been certified to stand
trial as adults, forced her into their car at
knifepoint Nov. 14 and drove her northeast
of the city and raped her.
AFTER THEIR arrest by city police the
same day, the two have been held in Wood
County Juvenile Court Center on $50,000
bond.
Wood County Prosecutor Betty Montgomery said she called a special session
of the grand jury Wednesday because of
the importance and nature of the cases,
and because of the load of the county
docket.

Brookdale Stables
Register Now for
Spring Quarter
Western Horsemanship
Public Riding, Party Facilities,
Hay Rides, Lessons, Boarding

oar or EXAM
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EXPLANATION
A class thai maeta for the lirat lecture lima In a waak at 8:30 a.m. Tuesday (8:30 T)
Is scheduled for examination at 6:30 a.m. Friday, 3/20/81.

congratulations to the
New Phi Mu Actives!!
Jody Andress
Jennifer Brisley
Paula Cambell
Lynne Frankenfeld
Laura Fushimi
Jennifer Fussner
Malina George
Pam Hemer
Irene Jarema
Deb Litman

Anne Lyter
Julie McKenna
Susan Ousley
Randi Ostry
Linda Nugent
Becky Raab
Kris Rankin
Leslie Waag
Sherri Watt
Mary Ann Weber

m

Myle's Pizza Money

$1off

l

L

.COUPON!

The Tanning Center
At Hair Unlimited
143 W. Wooster
353-3281
Special 20 Visits
for $25 With This Coupon
Mon., Wed., Thurs. & Frl.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. TIMS, noon - 6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. -4 p.m.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Tues. noon - 6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

LUTHER
733-755-777
Manville Ave.
2 Bedrooms
1Vt Baths
9 Month Lease
$325 per month

Jas'lel
*

Are Proud To Announce Their New Officers

!in =

President
Vice President of Internal Affairs
Vice President of Rush
Comptroller
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
Senior Executive
Chaplain
Senior Marshall
Junior Marshall
House Guard
House Manager
Social Chairman
IFC-Representative

Steve Brewer
Dave Mihelick
Ron Baumen
MikeMinichello
Ron Coates
Al Acheson
Rick Hug
Tom Heringhaus
Frank Angelle
Tom Moscato
Brian Biechler
Frank Tom bazzi
Dave Mainline
Dale Morgans

Congratulations New Officers and we express our 4aMA
appreciation for a fine effort on the part of the ^B 'W

Pe«dUt*« "Realty C*mji*«tt
319 East Wooster Street
Phone 353-3641

ATTENTION BGSU
FACULTY AND STAFF
OF

516 E. Wooster
Dining Room, Pick-up & Fast, Free Delivery Service

352-1504

COUPON PIS PIZZR

ANNSANFORD

but our quality & quantity can't be beat!

any 16" pizza,
(1) Item or more

352-5166

ONt

Expires 2/28/81

BEDROOM
10'

4f^

Our pizza isn't the cheapest,

jsgnello,s

|"*lZZCl

BEDROOM
10■ 0" i 13'

Myle's Pizza Pub
352-1504

D

rJ

A claas that meets for the first time In a week at 12:30 p.m. Monday (12:30 M) la
scheduled tor examination at 1:15 p.m. Tuesday, 3/17/81.

past officers!

*JJL.

1 FREE POP
with the purchase of any medium

^'llie^Brothersof
Sigma Phi Epsilon

405 Student Services
and
Student Rec Center Offices

NEWLOVE REALTY
352-51*3

11-J0W
430T

4:10 U

A special congratulations to
Our Outstanding Phis
Irene jarema Deb Litman

Applications
for Rec Center Council
Available

out

1230 T

J;30pm
530pm

2-30 M

311'A South M.ln-N.w 2 badroo.s
SIS South Maia-3 b.droo-.
SlS'/t Sooth M.1--2 b.droo.*
317 Soath Maia-3 badrooat.
S19 Soath Main-2 b.droo..
SSX'A Soath Maln-3 b.droo-.
3S«'/i Soath Mala-2 b.droo-.
328'/. Soath Maia-3 b.droo-.
Ml Sixth-2 b.droo- how
825 Sixth-3 b.droo- boa..

(1) coupon per
******

Expires February 16,1981..-.-.—..

MERRILL LYNCH
a leader,
'people oriented.
motivated,
enthusiastic, a hard
/orker, and committed?
If you are any of these
you may be the person
we are looking for!
Wanted: Producer, Director,
Committee Chairmen and members
GENERAL INFORMATION MEETING
Wednesday, Feb 4th 6 pm
Campus Room, Union
Sponsored by IFC and Panhel. For further information
contact 2-2386 or 2-2686. Benefits: Academic
Credit, Challenging experience, leadership
training, practical endeavor

WILL BE ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 5
TO DISCUSS TAX SHELTERED ANNUITIES.
Call for an appointment
259-2290

Happy Birthday, Joe H.

Vfe have your best
interest at heart.
Give Heart
Fund f
Amman H*v\ Awoention \J/

February 3,1M1 Th» BO News 6

Elsewhere
Bilingual proposal dumped
WASmNGTON (AP) - Education
Secretary T.H. Bell yesterday scrapped the Carter Administration's controversial bilingual education proposals that would have required the
nation's schools to teach youngsters in
their native language.
"Nothing in the law or the Constitution annoints the Department of
Education to be National School
Teacher, National School Superintendent or National School Board," Bell
said in announcing that the proposed
rules would be thrown out.
He said the rules proposed by his
predecessor, Shirley Hufstedler, were
"harsh, inflexible, burdensome, unworkable and incredibly costly."

The rules Hufstedler proposed last
Aug. 5 never took effect because Congress blocked her from making them
final.
The rules would have mandated
that children with limited or no ability
to speak English must be taught basic
courses - such as reading, math and
science - in their native language
along with instruction in English.
Bell told reporters federal law
specifically states the Education
Department must not usurp state and
local control of education. He criticized a portion of the proposed rules that
would have forced schools to get
special permission to deviate from the
government-approved program for

Day in review-

teaching English.
Bell said President Reagan is "in
full support" of the decision to discard
the proposed rules. Reagan promised
during his campaign to abolish the
year-old Education Department as
unduly intrusive into state and local
control of schools.
State school chiefs, the National
School Board Association, the
American Federation of Teachers and
other school groups attacked
Hufstedler's proposed rules last summer, saying they were an unprecedented attempt by Washington
to tell local schools what to teach and
how to do it

Fishermen rescued from ice floe
OREGON, Ohio (AP) - Fire Chief
Joseph Verb, who helped rescue 80
fishermen from a huge ice floe that
drifted into Lake Erie, says such incidents happen about this time every
year. And he says it's hard to understand why people don't learn.
"We are getting into that season,
and we have reviewed our ice rescue
procedure twice in the last month," he
said. "But you wonder about some of

these fishermen. Last year, we
rescued the same guy on hazardous
ice two days in a row."
Verb's Jerusalem Township fire
department was the first called to the
scene east of Toledo on Sunday, when
the 80 fishermen were trapped on a
floe 2 miles long and S miles wide. All
were rescued without serious injury,
although about a dozen vehicles were
stranded and probably will be lost,

authorities said Monday.

The floe was the first major ice
break this year. More than 135
fishermen had to be rescued in three
similar incidents in the area during
February and March of last year.
OFFICIALS BLAME warming
temperatures and shifting winds for
the breakups. But some ice guides
said the Coast Guard is partly responsible.

THE OUTPOST
WESTERN STORE'S

Space shuttle grounded again Reagan promises support
WASHINGTON (AP) - The oft-delayed first flight of
the manned space shuttle suffered another setback
yesterday when the space agency announced it is
postponing the liftoff another three weeks because of a
fuel tank problem.
The launch, which had been set for March 17, now will
be attempted no earlier than the week of April 5, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration announced. The delay could be even longer if the exact problem
is not pinpointed and corrected soon, the agency said.
The flight of the revolutionary spaceship is more than
two years behind schedule, primarily because of problems encountered developing the main engines and the
thermal protection system, both of which required
technology breakthroughs.

U.S. ambassador removed
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan administration
has removed Robert White as U.S. ambassador to El
Salvador because he voiced policy disagreements with
Washington through the press rather than through
private channels, a senior State Department official said
Monday.
White's removal follows his public criticism of proposals made by members of the Reagan transition team
for dealing with the Central American nation, which is
beset by internal turbulence and dissent.
White, who is in Washington "for consultations," is
the first career ambassador to be removed from his post
by the new administration.
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WE ABE PUASE0 10 ACCEPT

Reg. $24.95

SAVE $5.96

BLOUSES REDUCED UP TO 50%
GUY'S MOVIN ON JEANS - S16.99
GUY'S WESTERN SHIRTS REDUCED
I $20 OFF All Goose Down Coots
The Outpost Western Store ,
181 Vi South Main, B.Q.
104 Mon

Fri • 10-6 Sat

354-1404

f

PtICCS 6000 THRU FE1RUADY 8.19B1

IBM FOOD STAMPS

TOTAL SAVINGS!
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SCOT
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QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.
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$%

(ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM)
2%

COHAN'S
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1616 W00STER Slk

\ Additional 10% discount with student]

Student Halt- Cuts
$1°»off
with this coupon

Pbi*

"CHOOSY CHOICE'' BEEF!
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

— 6.

With a precision cut, your
hair looks great for months
and requires little care.
Precision cutting Is the art
of cutting hair In harmony
with the way It grows...to
compliment your facial
features.

KRAKOW, Mo. (AP) - Marina Sgt. Rocky Sickmann
kept a diary while a captive in Iran and managed to
smuggle it out by concealing it in bis trousers leg, a
spokesman for the former hostage says.
Attorney William Kimme of Washington, Mo., who
has been handling the affairs of the Sickmann family,
said Sunday that talks were under way with a New York
literary agent who came to St Louis on Friday to see the
diary.
Kimme said Sickmann began keeping the diary over a
year ago and managed to keep the papers with him
despite several moves in Iran.
The attorney said Sickmann smuggled the diary out
by sticking it into his trousers leg when he was told he
was to be freed.

FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

R&n vVetai - You H«vt Won A »W Savings Bond'
Call 3&2 3S38 To Racova Your PTII«*

LEVI'S CORDS FOR GALS- $18.99

Hostage smuggles out diary

Great Scot

CLEARANCE

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHTS — $18.99
Rag. $24.95
SAVE $5.96

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan promised
South Korea yesterday that the United States will maintain its troop strength in the Pacific region and its long
commitment to defend South Korea "against aggression."
Reagan told the visiting South Korean president,
Chun Doo-hwan, that "our special bond of freedom and
friendship is as strong today" as it was 30 years ago.
During remarks following a one-hour meeting with
Chun, Reagan made dear that his administration will
get high priority to its relationship with South Korea,
which has suffered strains during the four years of the
Carter administration.
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Creative Writing Program receives
$4,000 supplement from University

Classifieds.
FLORIDA FLINO IS COMING!
FLORIDA FLINO IS COMING!
FLORIDA FLINO IS COMIMOI

LOST » FOUND
Found calculator
Education Blag
17M77J
Lost BIK. ski suede mittens in
Iront of Health Center Tues. am.
Reward! Call 37] 1*37

HRVICHOO'FWD
Emotional and/or material
pregnancy aid can be yours if you
need It. Contact EM PA 157 MM
or 353-7041. Any Info Qiven con
lldenilal

PERSONALS
SUE: HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO A
GREAT LITTLE SISTER. SEE
V*
IN
MARCH.
LOVE,
DAVE111
To whoever removed a Browni
protable AM/FM radio from a
blue Maverick about 3 weeks
ago: I would gladly pay you twice
what It it worth if you would
return It. It was a present from
my father & has extreme sen
timental value. No questions ask
ed. Please call 353 7045 or put a
note In my campus mailbox
fXH.
FLORIDA FLINO IS COMINOI
FLORIDA FLINO IS COMING!
FLORIDA FLINO IS COMINOI
NSSLH A will be taking orders for
different colored carnations for
Valentines Day on Feb. 3 s. 3rd
from 11:30-12:30 in foyer of
Union.
ALPHA SIGMA PHI-ALPHA
PHI
ALPHA PHI ALPHA SIGMA
PHI
FLORIDA FLING WATCH FOR
IT.

CO-OP HAIR STYLING? You
bet! Shampoo your own head
beforehand on day you want it
styled; and Command Performance. The Halrstyllng Place,
will precision cut and blow dry
style It for lust S10.00! Blow-dry
styling alone for just SS.00! (Need
not be wet when you come in. but
don't spray it after shampooing.)
These special BGSU prices not
eligible for usual 10% student distount. 352 9150.
MEN! WOMEN)!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American
Foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer iob or career. Send S3.00
for information. SEAFAX. Dept.
F 6 Box 2049. Port Angeles.
Washington 98362
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
EAST COURT. 117 E. Court.
3S3-1097.
CASH PAID FOB GOLD CLASS
RINGS. Check other prices, then
call 352 4175 for the highest gold
prices offered. Ask for Steve.
ONE OF OUR BETTER KEPT
SECRETS. (But not on purpose! I
BGSU students save 10% on all
regularly priced services at
Command Performance, The
Hairstyling Place. Bring I.D. and
pick up your student discount
card on next visit. 352-9156.
L.I.F.E. Is coming to the Student
Rec Center. Feb. 4.7 Come to
L.I.F.E.I

PHI TAU
COMINOI
PHI TAU
COMINOI
PHI TAU
COMINOI
PHI TAU
COMINOI

FRENCH FLINO IS
FRENCH FLINO IS
FRENCH FLINO IS
FRENCH FLINO IS

Houseboy needed now! Please
call the Delta Gamma house.
372 3060.
_^^_
??TWhat do Chee Omunga. Ox
roast, flamer. snowbound, Hells
Angels, Western kidnap, dorm
Olympics, Beta Fever & many
more have in common!? They
are all good times & some of the
nicest T shirts on campus. Low
cost Fast delivery. Call Tim
352 2769
ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA
PHI
ALPHA PHI ALPHA SIGMA
PHI
FLORIDA FLING WATCH FOR
IT.
FLORIDA-FREEH Camp In
Florida for free with this
valuable report. A complete
catalog of over thirty places all
over Florida where you can pitch
a tent for nothing & then relax in
the sun! Only 13.00 from TELCO
PO Box 600 Belpre, Oh. 45714.

2
FREE
BASKETBALL
TICKETS. Register weekly at
Command Performance, The
Hairstyling Place, for free
reserved seat home game
tickets. No obligation. Drawing
at 4:00 p.m. on preceding day.
3529150.
L.l.f.E Is coming to the Student
Rec Center. Feb. 6,7. Come lo
L.I.F.EII
ATTENTION: All campus
organizations.
Fraternity
Management Association offers
a 10% discount on all sweatshirts,
T shirts, party favors etc. We
take care of all of the ordering
while you save money. It you
don't already have a Fraternity
Sportswear catalog call now
372 2699 or 372 1309.
Rick Jacobs & Tom Silk, Con
grats on winning Who's Who in
American Colleges. Love. The
Goldenhearts.

"Make Tracks on the Secret
Trail" WFAL gives you a chance
to ski free at Boyne Ml. Tune In
lor details. 600 AM. Coming Soon.

F. rmfe. needed to share house.
Own bdrm , 1 blk from campus.
352 2095.

This Saturday means a night of
F-U-N. 'cause the Alpha Gam
formal will belli!

352-3100.

Good luck Sig Ep winter sports
teams. We're with ya, the
Goldenhearts.
TOO MANY CLASSES? It your
course load interfering with get
ting your hair styled? Remember
that Command Performance,
The Halrstyllng Place, Is open
every weekday evening until 9:00
p m and 12:00 to 5:00 on Sunday. 352-9150.
L.I.F.E. is coming to the Student
Rec Center Feb. 6.7. Come to
L.I.F.E.I
ALPHA PHI'S
Thanks for making last Friday
night something special. We had
a great time A we hope you did
too. Lets do it again really soon
The Phi Taus.
Sherry Creed
do yoo think I
made if with Deb E? Gimme
Odds Rock.
"Next Ours
tlon ..."

All Wellers The Key picture will
be shot tomorrow at 3:20 In the
Well. Be there!
WFAL
presents
Campus
Sweetheart! Just send your
sweetheart's name to 413 teurh
Hall. Monthly winner receives
roses.
Thanks lo the Alpha Phis for your
support during Ponhel election.
Special thanks to Mary, Mac,
Debby P., Susan G . Candee R., &
Ann R. You guys were super. I
couldn't have made it without
your help. Love, Kathy.
TOM SILK A RICK JACOBS:
Congratulations on being elected
into Who's Who in American Col
lege students. Your Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsiion.

1 F. rmte. to share apt. SOS mo.
includ. mil. Call 372 4406.
I F. rmte. needed to share apt.
for 01 03 sch yr. 352 2291.

HELP WANTED
2 glrlt to pot* for competition
portraitt,
call
Walston
Photography for details during
business hours. 352 1006.
Senior nursing students. PI. time
afternoons or nights. Apply Wood
County Nursing Home. 1 353-0411.
OVERSEAS
JOBS
Summer/year round. Europe, S.
Amir., Australia, Asia. AM
fields., S500 SI200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free Info. Write:
IJC Box 52 CH3 Corona Del Mar.
CA 92625.
Professional nurses pt. A full
time Apply Wood County Nursing Home. 1 3530411.

The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
would like to congratulate Lisa
Gravette & Mary Ellen Levak for
being elected to Panhel Executlve Offices. Good Luclcl
Fiona & Sue: You came from
England so bloody A wild, better
beware 'cul your next move
could be your last. Lots of Love,
Trucked A. Ell—n.
Mldlength camel colored dress
coat. Hood. Ties at waist.
3524111.
Congratulations Beth Price for
being elected Assistant to the Se
cond Vice President Love. Your
Phi Mu Sisters.

The UPTOWN Bar goes New
Wave tonight A every Tuesday
night at 9:30 p.m. Tuesday Club
Cards avail, now!! So come out &
a.ince ro trie music ol Ihe 80's
DONUTS
DELIVERED??
SUREI! By the GETAWAY.
Delivery from 7:30 a.m.-10 a.m.
Mon.-Frl., 0:X a.m.-ll a.m. Sat.,
9 p.m.-l a.m. Sun.-Thur. Call
352-4162.

JUDY YOU'RE
SPECIAL.
HAVE A FANTASTIC BIRTH
DAY LOVE, LAURA.
Lucie, you're the best Lll Sis a
Phi Psi could ask for! Love, Bill.
P.S Remember "IT" is coming
when you least expect It-

M or F rmle. needed to share 3
bdrm. house. Close to campus.

3 F. rmtes. to share apt. Univ.
Village for 01 82 sch. yr. 352-4790.
2 F. rmtes. needed 81 82 sch. yr.
576 mo. plus util. House close to
campus. Nice! Call Tammy or
Mindy at 352 0120.
1 M. rmfe.
352 9275.

lor II 02 sch. yr.

ALTEC 006 A loudspeakers.
3 way. walnut cabinets. S350. Call
3541791.
SKIS A BOOTS 204 cm slalom
cut-racing skis. Good cond.. S70..
Volkyl super sapporor slalom
sklsSSO. Large Banshee ski
boots, site lOVi-siOS. Call Paul at
372 5645.
Old magaiines 1000's to 1900 tor
collectors and researchers.
IOO.OOO in stock. Beetle items.
Marilyn Monroe, Sports, Fan
magaiines. Call (419) 476-2079
now lor more info.

Houses A Apts. 1981 62 school
year. Call Newlove Realty.
3525163.
Quiet, sound controlled turn,
studios w/bullt-ln bookcases, attic storage. A short term leases
avail. Grad students only. Call
now 352 7691
THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS.
AC,
FULLY
CARPETED. CABLE TV, EFFICIENCIES.
LAUNDRY
FACILITIES, NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER A FALL. 451
THURSTIN AVE. 352-5435.
CAMPUS MANOR. Now renting
for Summer. Special Rates. Ph.
352 9302 or 352 7365 eves.

3 F, rmtes. needed for 81-02 tch..
yr. Very close to campus.
353 7552 or 352 2048.

303 S. Prospect. 4 bdrm. house
starting 6-16-61. 1 yr. lease. Call
John Newlove Real Estate.
3526553.

1 F. to sublet apt. close to campus Avail, immed. Call after 6
p.m. 352-2454.

Subls. 1 bdrm. apt. S250 mo. all
util. includ. Immediate Occupan
cyl Call collect 1 841 4929.

1 F. rmfe. needed to share apt.
Spr. Qtr. 1981. Call 352 4040.
34 rmtes. needed Spr. Qtr. to
subls Ig. house. SI 12.50 ea. per
mo. Close to downtown. Call after
5.352 7828
F. rmte. r.jeded for Spr. Qtr.
Univ. village. GREAT! Call
352 8128

F. rmte. needed for Spr. Qtr.
Haven House. S106.S0 mo Call

152 2322.
F. to sublet house anytime.
S106.50 mo. Includ all util. Call
352 5792 or 354-1373.
Apt. subls. Immed. 6th St. 3
bdrm. turn., all util. pd. except
elec. Call 352 3897.

by David Whitman

The Creative Writing Program has
just received a much-needed financial
boost.
Dr. Ralph Townsend, associate
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, said, "The financial needs
of the program have been compiling
over time, and developed critically to
this point."
He explained, "The supplement was
an emergency thing since the
Creative Writing Program would
have otherwise run out of funds by
January."
Townsend said the program will
receive about $4,000.

"The emergency funding was not
tied to the nature of the program itself
but to the nature of its financial situation," he said. "The Creative Writing
Program does have some unique
needs such as the visiting writers
which have been funded out of its
budget."
Townsend said there also are other
programs with needs peculiar to them
as well.
"I hope this (problem) will not occur in other programs," he said "The
University has very limited funds for
this kind of situation."
Dr. Lester Barber, chairman of the
English Department, said it was
"happy news to be able to deal with

the needs to the (creative writing)
program."

Barber said he recommended to the
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences that the Creative Writing
Program needed additional financial
support.
"I will now give recommendations
to the department as to how to use the
funds," he said.
"The situation (was) that the
creative writing budget (was) so
depleted that some crucial support
programs such as the visiting writers
were in danger. That is when I made
the recommendations to the dean," he
said.

Placement schedule.
SIGN UP ON WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 4.
1901. FOR THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULES.
Sign-up will be held on Wednesday from 2:30
a.m. to 0:00 a.m. for NON SCHOOL
SCHEDULES (Business, Government, Agencies,
and Graduate Schools), In the Forum of the Stu
dent Services Building. Sign-Up for Education
Schedules will be held on Thursday, February 5,
1901, from 0:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Place
ment Center.
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE TURNED
IN FOR EACH SCHEDULE AT THE TIME YOU
SIGN UP.

SPECIAL NOTICE: Requests for some type of
standardization in credential forms and resumes
have prompted the University Placement Services to require candidates signing up for each
interview to complete and present at the time ol
sign-up a STANDARD CREDENTIAL FORM",
for each organization with which he/she wishes
to Interview.
Also, only PERMANENT
RESIDE NTS of the U.S.A. will be considered for
interviewing.
(•).

BUSINESS
2-17-01
BURROUGHS CORPORATION (•) Toledo.
OH/ /TO BE ANNOUNCED
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER CO. (•) Cincinnati. OH/ /RETAIL SALES MGMT.
TRAINEE: Mktg., Mgmt., Mar., June Grads.
JOHN HANCOCK LIFE INSURANCE CO. (•)
Toledo, OH/-/BUS. Admin.. Ins.. Mktg., Mar ,
June Grads.
MAY COMPANY (•) Cleveland, OH/
/Business (Mktg., Mgmt., Fash. Merch., Mar.,

JOHNSON WAX. INC. (') Racine. Wl/
U.S. AIR FORCE ("I Bowling Green. 6H//Physics. Math. Cham.. Bio., Comp. Sci.. Elec. /SUMMER INTERN: Must be within 12 months
tech.. Aeronaut. Tech.. then all other majors. of graduation by June 1. 1901: Prod. Oper. maAlso, all majors may apply for Pilot or Navigator jors.
McGRAW EDISON (•) Rolling Meadows. IL/
positions. Mar.. June Grads.
/CANCELLED. DID NOT RE SCHEDULE.
OCLC. INC. (•) Columbus. OH/ /B/Comp.
2-10-01
Sci.. MIS, Library Sci , Bus. Admin with Data
MAY COMPNAY (•) Cleveland. OH/
/Business (Mktg., Mgmt., Fash. Merch., Mar., Process background, Dec., Mar., June, Aug.
Grads.
June, Aug. Grads.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC. (•) Dallas,
22001
TX/-/INFORMATION SYSTEMS B. SERVICES
CG/AETNA INSURANCE COMPANY (•)
GROUP:
B/Comp. Sci.. B/MIS. or with
minimum 6 hours Ih Comp. Sci., Mar., June, Aug. Rocky River, OH/- /Ail Business majors. Mar.,
June, Aug. Grads.
Grads.
CENTRAL MUTUAL INSURANCE (*) Van
CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK (') Cleveland,
OH/- /Acct., Admin. Mgmt., Fin., Gen. Bus.. Wert, OH/ /TO BE ANNOUNCED
GOULD, INC. (•) Milan. OH/ /Q.C.
Retail., Selling/Sales, Mar., June. Aug. Grads.
ANALYTICAL CHEMIST:
BOB EVANS FARM FOODS (') Columbus. OH/ ENGINEERING:
Comp. Sci., Math. Stats, Chem.. Elec. Teck ,
/B/ any Business malor. Mar., June Grads.
Mar.,
June,
Aug.
Grads.
LIBBEY OWENS FORD COMPANY (*>
SHERWIN WILLIAMS COMPANY (•)
Toledo, OH/-/INTERNAL AUDITORS::
(Toledo), extensive travel, Acct., Mar., June, Chicago, IL/ /B/M/D Chem., Dec, Mar.. June
Aug. Grads. COST ACCOUNTANT: (Toledo). Grads.
TEXACO. INC. (•) Houston, TX/-/B/M/D
Acct., Mar.. June. Aug. Grads COST ACCOUN
TANT:
(No. Carolina). Acct., Econ. Math. Geophysics, SIGNUP IN THE GEOLOGY
Mar.. June. Aug. Grads.
RESEARCH DEPT.
WINTERS NATIONAL BANK (•) Dayton.
PHYSICIST:
(Toledo). Physics, Mar., June,
OH/- /Any Business related major, Dec., Mar.,
Aug. Grads.
June
Grads.
PROCTOR & GAMPLE COMPANY (•) Dear
born. Ml/ /SALES MANAGEMENT:

B/M any

malor. Mar., Junt. Aug. Grads.
SCHOOLS: '
SHERWIN WILLIAMS COMPANY (•)
2-1701
ELYRIA CITY SCHOOLS (•) Elyrla, OH/
Cleveland. OH/- /Acct., Mktg.. Mar., June. Aug.
/Art,
Comp.
Sci.,
Earth
Sci., School Psychol..
Grads.
TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY (•) Toledo, Math. EMR. Home Ec. Indus Educ, LD/BD,
OH/--/Acct., Mar., June, Aug. Grads. Comp. Bus. w/Shand. Speech Ther.. English. Elem
Sci., Mar., June, Aug. Grads.
VICKS HEALTH CARE (•) Fairfleld. OH/
/JUNIOR INTERNS.

June, Aug. Grads.
OWENS ILLINOIS C) Toledo, OH/--/B/M
21901
Acct., Mar., June Grads., MIS, Comp. Sci.. Mar.,
PROCTOR k GAMBLE COMPANY (•) DearJune Grad*., B/Acct., Mar., June Grads.. Proborn.
Ml/
/SAtOjaia-aWIArSEMENT
B/M anyd./Oper.-. Mktg.. Sales Mgmt.. Mfg. Tech., Mmr.,
major. Mar.. June. Aug. Grads.
June Grads.
SHERWIN WILLIAMS COMPANY (•)
OWENS ILLINOIS (•> Toledo. OH/-'/EMC.
Sec'l, Sec'l. Admin . Bus. Educ. with or w/o Shor Cleveland, OH/ /Acct., Mktg., Mar., June, Aug.
Grads.
thand. Mar.. June Grads.
VICKS HEALTH CARE (•) Fairfield, OH/
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC. (*) Dallas.
TX/ -/INFORMATION SYSTEMS 6. SERVICES /JUNIOR INTERNS.
DAYTON POWER & LIGHT CO. (•) Dayton.
GROUP:
B/Comp. Sci.. B/MIS, or with
minimum 6 hours In Comp. Sci.. Mar., June, Aug. OH/-/Comp. Sci.. Mar.. June Grads. Acct.,
Mar.,
June Grads.
Grads.

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
7 a.m.-10 p.m.

Educ. Dec, Mar., June Grads.
2 1081
ELYRIA CITY SCHOOLS (•) Elyrla, OH/
/Art, Comp. Sci., Earth Sci.. School Psychol.,
Math. EMR. Home Ec, Indus. Educ. LD/BD.
Bus. w/Shand, Speech Thar., English, Elem
Educ . Be*. Mar., -Jtme Grads. -»
2 1901
SOUTH WESTERN CITY SCHOOLS («) Grove
City. OH/ /Sec Math. Sec. Sci.. Sec Eng., Sec.
Ind Arts. Sec Spec. Educ. Also, Coaches In Holds
other than H.P.E. Also, Elem. teachers with em
phasis in Math, Sci.. Soc Stud., Eng. or Reading
lor middle schools. ALL WHO SIGN UP MUST
ATTEND PRESENTATION PREVIOUS EVEN
ING AT 7:30 P.M.
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j Write a letter to the editor.
Home of the Resume Pros

Computer typesetting
^ht Over 120 type styles available
* We also type Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery

THE BIG SALE IS NOW!!
THE SA1E YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR.

FALL-WINTER MERCHANDISE

1/2 price or less
ENTIRE STOCK FALL JACKETS, PANTS, SKIRTS,
DRESSES, SWEATERS, VINYL BAGS, HATS,
SCARVES, ETC., ETC.
TUES. NITE OPEN TILL 9:00 p.m.

The Powder Puff
525Bidge

ULfLO.S

'Complete Printing and Copying "Raised Print
'Plastic Laminating 'Spiral Binding "Blue Prints
'Rubber Stamps "Wedding Invitations
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL

11 ISouth Main St. .Bowling Green

Phone 352-5762

Serving the Printing Needs of Students. Faculty and Staff of BGSU
in Quickprinting

AI<P
Congratulates Its
New Pledges!!
Steve Kitko
George Sine
Joe Smith
Joe Steirer
Bob Sunderman

ALPHA
AND
LAMBDA
DELTA
PRESENT
"DRESS FOR SUCCESS"
Wed., Feb. 4
GRAND BALLROOM

FREE ADMISSION
8 p.m.

A LECTURE AND SLIDE SHOW
PRESENTATION BY JOHN MOLLOY,
AUTHOR OF THE BOOK "DRESS
FOR SUCCESS." HE WILL
AUTOGRAPH BOOKS AFTERWARDS!
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Weekend wrap-up.
Pullom in the 800. Both runners finished with identical times of 1:54.1 to place
second and third, respectively.
Terry Reed us and Dan Safkow were the other winners for the Falcons.
Three school records highlighted the weekend for Bowling Green's women's Reedus won the 500 dash in 64.6 seconds, while Safkow won the high jump with a
track team, which finished third in a tri-meet with the University of Michigan leap of 6-6.
and Eastern Michigan.
Second place finishers for BG were Dean Hall, with a throw of 46-9 in the shot
The records all came in second-place efforts. Heidi Asmus high jumped 5-8 put and Derrick Smith, who ran a 6.5 in the 55 dash.
for the record, but finished second on the basis of having more misses.
Kathy Kaczor set her second record in as many weekends by finishing the
three-mile run with a time of 16:48.1. The other record was set by the 880 relay
team of Kim Jamison, Kelly Jamison, Sheila Gibson and Jane Guilford, who
What was supposed to be a stiff test for Bowling Green's women's swimming
combined for a 1:43.2 clocking.
Stephanie Eaton placed second in the 600 dash with a time of 1:27.4, and Sue team at Purdue last weekend turned out to be a laugher as BG soundly defeated
the Boilermakers, 89-51.
Klembarsky finished the shot put with a heave of 38-4.
The Falcon 200-yard medley relay team of Donna Homberger, Cathy
Sheila Martin finished third in the 440 dash in 6.4 seconds, while Diana Jennings placed third in the long jump with a leap of 17-8V4. Diane Banacki was third Schmitz, Terry Alexander and Debbie Dourlain won the first event of the meet
in the shot put with a distance of 37-2H and Dawn Noel placed third in the 60 and gave BG a lead it never lost
Homberger and Schmitz also captured a pair of individual firsts, with
hurdles with time of 8.04 seconds.
Kim Jamison finished third in the 60 dash with a clocking of 7.1 seconds, while Homberger winning the 50 and 100 backstroke and Schmitz winning the 50 and
100 breaststroke.
Betsy Ryan was third in the mile run in 5:15.2.
HOMBERGER ALSO was a member of BG's winning 200 freestyle relay
Coach Pat Brett said she was happy with her team's performance despite the team
along with Alexander, Dourlain and Cathy Bujorian.
third place finish.
Alexander
on the front end of a one-two BG finish in the 100 butterfly. She
"Overall I was pleased with our performance," Brett said. "We didn't key on finished less was
than a second ahead of teammate Liz Burchett
this meet We tried to give some people experience in areas they wouldn't
Alexander and Burchett placed second and third, respectively, in the 50 butotherwise get We're not in top shape yet and we didn't enter some people in terfly.
their best events."
But BG ocach Tom Stubbs was especially pleased with the performances of
his divers. Marcia Scodova won the one-meter diving event while Nancy
Chellis and Lisa Fry placed one-two for the Falcons in the three-meter event
ANOTHER FIRST place was recorded for BG when Jenny Stewart won the
Bowling Green's men's track team was defeated by Ohio State, 79-52 Satur- 200 freestyle. Stewart also swam well in the 500 freestyle race enroute to a second place finish.
day dropping its dual meet record to 0-2.
BG got a pair of second place finishes out of Bujorian and Dourlain. CoOnce again the Falcons were led in scoring by the middle distance crew. Jeff
Brown, Steve Housley and Chris Koehler completed a sweep of the 1,500-meter captain Bujorian took seconds in the 100 and 200 individual medley races and
run with Brown winning in 3:53.9. Housley came back to win the 3,000 with a Dourlain grabbed the runner-up spot in the 50 and 100 freestyle events.
With just 18 days left until BG defends its state championship, Stubbs said he
time of 8:28.4. Koehler, who is recovering from the flu, finished second in 8:28.8.
JOHN ANICH was a victor in the 1,000 run with a time of 2:29.3. The perfor- feels his tankers are "well on schedule" in their progress.
"We still need some other people to come through, which I think they will,"
mance of the middle distance crew was completed by Jeff Brown and Chuck
Stubbs said. "It isn't just the front runners that win the state. It takes the front
runners plus depth."
UPSTAIRS
"IF WE KEEP coming along, we'll be there," he added. "If we get beat, it
will take a hell of a performance."
AT THE LONGBBANCH ^
BG, 5-2 in dual meets, faces a pair of Mid-American Conference opponents this
tf
- presents weekend at Cooper Pool. The Falcons take on Kent State Friday night and
rf»
Miami the following day.

Records set in tri-meet

Swimmers swamp Purdue

Runners fall to Buckeyes

SEXY LEGS CONTEST
Kappa Sigma Little Sis'
Another "10" pair of sexy legs
Open 9:30-12:30 2 for 1 beer
Contest at 10:30

weae.

Sigma Chi
Announces its 1981
P.W. Club Members:
Keven Duffin
Dave Hammerle
stall photo by Dale Omori

Marty Sucheki

gr***************^***********************

Steve Drayer
;

Spaces Still Available |
for Holiday Valley
UBLj Ski Trip

»«*—«« *»»*»*»***»»»»»**»»»»*»

Mr. Bojangles
presents
SWIMSUIT CONTEST-TUES., FEB. 3
Prizes of $50, $25, $15
Band playing 9-1:30

Sign-ups Wednesday, 8:00 DA 112
Ski Equipment Core Seminor presented by:
Mountoin Man Ski Shop Wednesday, 8:00 DA 112

HAPPY HOUR PRICES THRUSDAY, FEB. 5
Band Playing 9-1:30
FRIDAY + SATURDAY HAPPY HOURS
8:30-9:30
Band Playing 9:30-2:00

r^-^--^*^* «^»*^»%J P%*^t^>V»%

893 SOUTH MAIN STREET

HAVE YOU TRIED

AMANY'S

WE'RE THE ONLY ORIGINAL MID-EASTERN
FOOD RESTAURANT IN TOWN!
188 South Main—Downtown
Coupons good through 2/10181

LUNCH SPECIAL

Bifocal,

»49"
»»TI.I>I IIH

ftf VKIMUIM

Contact
LenSes

>r

, = *;=• $5g«8*
w r— a i

* We ado Aave UIRACON SOFT LENSES *
FOR ASTIGMATISM

OPEN UON.-FK. t :m.-t om • Mr. • a.<n.-l.*>p.m.
tyta nem*nod by
Or. Rohan E. KMn. O.O. < AUOCMNM, OpWmairiiu
,\U IYLIMU ME. 471-1113
Stodium Ploio
J616 E. Woo»t«i

Burlinqton
Optical

Choice o! Sandwich, and large
drink. All lor S1.8SI Value up to
2.80!

itmmtmpm0<m

ri

DINNER SPECIAL
Choice of dinner, salad Included.
All for $3.85. Value up to 5.851

ii

I KIMIM

Come and See Us
»^«i»'^i^i'»i'^»'^--^'^-^-^"<^-^-^--^»^"^-^

BG's Mike Evans glides through the water In his lag ot the medley relay
during the Mini-MAC held over the weekend In Cooper Pool. Story on
pages.
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Sports,
Falcons escape with 49-48 road victory over Flashes
by Pat Kamady
staff rapoitar

KENT - Bowling Green took its
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" show on
the road Saturday and, as usual, it
didn't play to a full house or to rave
reviews. But it accomplished
something it hasn't done all year - it
brought home a victory.
The 49-48 overtime victory over
Kent State didn't come easily though.
It almost didn't come at all. The
Flashes had numerous opportunities
near the end of regulation time and
overtime to take the victory, but luck
was with the Falcons.
The first opportunity was when Colin Irish fouled Rob Koch with three
seconds left in regulation time. Irish's
fifth foul put Kent in the bonus situation, but Koch, a 59 percent foul

shooter, missed the shot and several said. "That's not to take anything
KSU tips went awry to send the game away from Kent State. I thought we
would be a little flat after the Toledo
into overtime.
Then, with :22 left in overtime and game, but we had to get our first road
Kent leading 48-45, Joe Faine led BG victory. Sometimes you want to play
to victory. Faine hit a 20-foot jumper around and then blow them out in the
and, after Bowling Green called a last few minutes, but you can't do that
timeout, David Jenkins fouled Geoff in this league. We're lucky.
"No team wanted it bad. Whoever
Warren. Warren also missed the
bonus opportunity, the Falcons grabb- wins tonight is lucky; whoever loses is
ed the rebound and Faine, who led all unlucky. I thought Joe Faine played a
scorers with 20 points, was fouled super game on both ends of the court.
driving the lane with five seconds left. He rebounded well and his shot selecHe connected on both shots and Kent's tion was very good. As a team our
last second shot fell short for the BG play was not very good; Joe as an individual played good."
victory.
Kent State coach Ed Douma, whose
BOWLING GREEN, 4-4 in the MidAmerican Conference and 9-9 overall, team dropped to 1-7, 3-15, said two
was lucky to win, according to BG defensive lapses hurt his team.
"When we were up by three (in
coach John Weinert.
"It's nice to play bad and win," he overtime) we didn't get into the 2-3

zone and the breakdown allowed them
baskets," he said. "I think we did a
good job of controlling them. They
like to fastbreak and there were few
fastbreaks that I recall.
"WE WERE patient on offense and
we only took a couple of bad shots.
They played (BG) deliberately in a
zone. We didn't want to force outside
shots and give them a quick lead."
The only quick lead that Kent allowed BG was in the opening minutes.
David Greer's 16-foot jumper at 11:52
of the first half put the Falcons on top,
15-9. But the shooting went frigid (BG
shot 37 percent for the game to Kent's
29 percent), and the Flashes jumped
to a six-point lead, 28-22, at the half
when Koch hit a 15-foot jumper with
seven seconds remaining.

Warren's 22-foot jumper to open the
second half gave KSU an eight-point
advantage, 30-22, and Kenny Howell's
22-footer at 14:31 maintained that
margin, 38-28. Ten minutes later,
however, the Flashes faced a 42-38
deficit, as Faine capped a 14-2 spurt
with a steal and layup.
Howell, who led Kent with 12 points,
hit a pair of free throws at the 2:41
and 2:02 marks and the Falcons were
held scoreless to send the game into
overtime. Howell's free throws at :33
in overtime then gave Kent a threepoint margin; 48-45, before Faine's
heroics gained the win.
The narrow victory keeps Bowling
Green in the MAC title chase, as
Toledo whipped Eastern Michigan,
8fr69, Miami downed Ohio, 82-73, Ball

by Chrlttophar Shark
assistant sports editor

by Joe Menzer
ataff reporter

staff photo by Dale Omori
BQ junior Karln Kampar goes through her routine on the balance beam In Saturday's meat
against the University of Kentucky In Eppler South. BG won the meet to even Its dual meat record
at 3-3.

BG icers split with Lakers, remain in fourth
by Kan Koppal
staff reporter

With one claw clutching the lowest
limb, Bowling Green's hockey team
continues it quest to hold onto the
playoff tree.
The Falcons, after traveling to Sault
St Marie, Mich., are in the same spot
before they left, maintaining the
fourth and final playoff position in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association.
Coach Jerry York, since proclaiming a "second season" for his squad,is
1-1 with the icers splitting a weekend
aeries with Lake Superior, 6-2,5-7. The
split leaves BG's CCHA record at 8-7,
9-18-1 overall.
"Anytime you split on the road you
should be happy," York said. "But

we're not really. We wanted to win
both games. It's getting late in our
season and we had our minds set on
sweeping Lake Superior."
SOPHOMORE center Brian Hills
notched a power play and unassisted
short handed goal in the first period to
have BG on its way to the first game.
Co-Captain George McPhee and
Chris Guertin tallied twice each for
the skaters to hand veteran
goaltender Wally Charko his eighth
victory of the season.
Charko, in what York called "a very
convincing win," stopped 39 shots and
was aided by BG's penalty killing unit
that thwarted LSSC on all 10 of its
power play opportunities.
"We controlled the game Friday,'*
York said. "They (LSSC) played bet-

BOWLING GREEN (49) Faine f-2-20; Mlday
*»«; Greer 2-1-3; Newbern J 1 7; Jenkins 1 0 2,
Snurelds 3 17. Total!: 22 5 «
KENT STATE (411
Gordon 2 IS. Evans
2 15, Kemlntkl 40 1. Howell 3 6 12; warren
4-2 10, Moore 1-2-4; and Koch 204. Totals:
1>-12-41.

Swimmers
fourth in
Mini-MAC

BG gymnasts rout UK,
balance record at 3-3
Bowling Green shook loose the pangs of its gymnastics infancy Saturday
in Eppler South, developing into a confident group which shredded the
University of Kentucky, 132.95-118.85.
But by no means, cautioned Falcon coach Charles Simpson after the
romp, should this growth be mistaken for maturity.
That waits to be seen in the coming weeks, starting with Ohio's perennial
women's gymnastics power, Kent State, next Saturday at Kent.
"This week, our goal was to score over 130 (points), which we did and I
think that is good," Simpson said. "But we can do better and we will have to
next week. We did well with what we had here today."
WHAT SIMPSON had was a roster which continues to be depleted by injuries and illnesses, compelling him to remark, "It's been like an emergency ward around here these last few weeks, with our lineup of injuries and
sickness."
Those who did not see any action in the UK meet were senior Kelly
McNerney, who is out for the season after undergoing knee surgery last
month, senior Lori Brady (thumb injury) and frshman Judy Topp (flu).
Add to that the list of walking wounded Dawn Boyle, Katie Greaser and
Margy Pfister - and there remains only four "healthy" members on the
squad, with two of the four being freshman.
THAT MAY be true, but the survivors who were forced into scoring
roles did just that, and in a big way, in helping BG even its dual meet record
at 3-3. UK fell to 33.
The Falcon gymnasts captured the top two places in all but one event, the
floor exercise, and in that, BG ganged up for second, third, fourth and fifth
places.
Pacing the BG domination before the more than 250 persons in attendance was freshman Laurie Garee, whose 32.95 points shared top honors in
the all-around competition.
Garee scored eight-plus marks in all four events, highlighted by an 8.3 effort on the beam.
Earlier, she had recorded an 8.15 in vaulting and an 8.2 on the uneven
bars.
BG jumped out to an early 33.35-32.95 lead in the vaulting event, thanks to
a pair of big vaults by Boyle (8.45) and Pfister (8.40).
AFTER THE second event, the uneven bars, was completed, so was the
question of who was going to win the meet.
The Falcons swept the top five places on the bars, an event which lately
has been a sore spot for BG.
Pfister and Boyle repeated as top performers in this second event, tying
for first with 8.6 marks. BG captain Carol Brunswick (8.35) completed the
Falcon whitewash on the bars.

State defeated Central Michigan,
7649, and Western Michigan topped
Northern Illinois, 81-69, in DeKalb, HI.
FALCON FACTS: The victory over
Kent broke a 10-game road losing
streak which started Feb. 4,1980 after
BG beat Bail State ... John Flowers
did not play Saturday because of a
swollen hip ... Joe Faine's 20 points
moved him into the No. 9 position on
the all-time Falcon scoring list with
1,250 points. He passed Jeff Montgomery (1,238) and Cornelius Cash
(L2tt).

ter Saturday. A number of power play
goals the second night was a major
difference in the game."
THE LAKERS more than made up
for their Ineptness Friday by clicking
four of the five times they had the man
advantage in the finale. BG, meanwhile, was held in check on all but one
of its nine power play chances.
McPhee, who scored twice in the
loss, teamed with freshman Nick
Bandescu for a 2-0 lead in the first
period. The Lakers knotted the score
with power play goals by Dave
Keegan and Monty Beauchamp, then
grabbed a 4-3 lead in the middle
period when Mickey Chandler and
Brian Gratton lit the red light with a
Falcon in the penalty box.
Peter Wilson's second goal of the

night at 17:38 of the third period pulled
BG to within a goal, 6-5. York then
yanked goalie Mike David in favor of
a sixth attacker, but it went for naught
as last year's CCHA rookie of the year
Steve Mulholland scored into an open
net with :32 left in the game.
York started Charko in the nets
Saturday, but switched goalies early
in the third period in favor of the
sophomore David.
LAKER COACH Rick Yeo also felt a
change of the guard was needed After
Pat Ansell recorded 21 saves Friday,
Yeo gave the nod to freshman
Lawrence Dyck, who responded with
40 saves.
Those fans looking for a return bout
on the ice from the incident that happened in the Ice Area Jan. 10, were in

the wrong part of the state, for a few
miles away at Northern Michigan
University, a bench-clearing brawl errupted between the Wildcats and Ohio
State on Friday.
Eleven game disqualifications were
handed out, five from NMU, six to the
Buckeyes, including league-leading
goaltender Mike Blake. Northern,
who won Friday, took advantage of
the situation the second night to
whitewash OSU, 7-0,and tighten the
middle of the league standings.
Ahead of the icers in second place
are the Buckeyes, 10-3, followed by
Ferris State, M. Western Michigan
trails BG with a 6-7 CCHA ledger.
The Falcons travel to Western this
week, while first place Northern
(12-2) tangles with FSC.

Hopes for a second place finish by
Bowling Green's men's swimming
team in the Mini-MAC Championships
were shattered by Eastern Michigan,
Ohio University and Kent State last
weekend at Cooper Pool.
EMU held a huge lead at the end of
the first day of events and was not
seriously challenged in its bid for a second consecutive championship. The
Hurons piled up 563 points followed by
OU (406), KSU (372), BG (338) and
Central Michigan (242).
"I thought we had a shot at second
going in," BG coach Tom Stubbs said.
"We had a good day Friday. Saturday
we came out a little Oat. We didn't
swim bad, but not as well as Friday."
THE FALCONS were hurt by the
absence of Phil Koester, who had an
infection and did not compete in the
meet. Koester was the favorite to win
both the one and three-meter diving
events.
"The odds are be probably would
have won both boards," Stubbs said.
"That cost us a lot of points right
there."
BG still did well in the diving
events, with Reagan Minser taking
first in the three-meter and second in
the one-meter.
"He dove well. That's the best he's
dove all year," Stubbs said of Minser.
"Another diver who did well was Dave
Rinehart. He has been working on new
dives, bringing the difficulty of his
dives up, and he is starting to hit them
better."
Rinehart finished sixth in the threemeter and seventh in the one-meter.
IN THE swimming events, BG was
paced by Matt Lenhart and Brian
Soltis. Lenhart won the 50, 100 and
200-yard freestyle event* and swam
on BG's winning 400 freestyle relay
team. Soltis won the 200 backstroke in
2:03.11 and was edged out of first by
less than a second in the 100
backstroke.
Jeff Layne, Ed McCoy and Chris
Liedel joined Lenhart to swim the 400
freestyle relay in 3:14.50, which was
good enough to beat Eastern's relay
team by six-tenths of a second.
Layne also swam well enough in the
100 butterfly to capture fourth and
joined Lenhart, Soltis and Mike Evans
to lead the Falcon 400 medley relay
team to a third place finish in 3:40.37.
BG has been hurt all season by spotty performances in the breaststroke,
but Evans was able to grab third in
the 100 breaststroke before being disqualified in the 200 breaststoke.
The Falcons will get a shot at some
revenge for last weekend's meet when
they host Kent State for a dual meet
this weekend at Cooper Pool.

NBA all-stars put on show for deserving youngsters
RICHFIELD - There was enough
money on the hardwood Coliseum
floor last Saturday to stabilize even
the new Chrysler Corporation.
Not in the form of paper, the cash
was in the presence of professional
basketball's millionaires, the game's
stars, all in town for the 31st annual
Eaat-West national Basketball
Association All-Star Game.
Thousands of people in all shapes,
colors and sizes flocked here for a
two-hour open practice in hopes of
witnessing a display of
aerodynamics. Or in common terms,
Tni-to-tli«>*lr. have-no-despair,
you're-all-sunk, cause-here-comesmy-slam-dunk."

Sideline
Ken Koppel
staff reporter

For the most part they were disappointed, especially the elder sect
The players were on hand to prepare
for the game, yet behaved as if on
exhibit, in a fishbowl so to speak.
And they were as enthusiastic about
the situation as a fish.
THE MAJORITY of the nwrning

session was consumed by the television networks and visiting papers
grabbing the participants for on-thespot interviews. Only Joe Castiglione
a sports commentator for WJKWTV, broke a sweat, trying to comer
Julius Erving, Artis Gilmore and
Larry Bird for camera spots.
The event did have its highpoints.
There was Erving toying with
Gilmore, showing the Chicago Bulls
center a move or two to the basket.
Then there was the 7-2 Gilmore
teaching the good Doctor a lesson in
return. Erving managed to reach the
lower corner of the backboard while
holding up a ball. Gilmore easily
touched the rim simply standing

beneath the basket.
brought to the game by their coach,
"We want dunks. We want dunks." John Sawyer. "We want autographs
The constant chant was kept up by a bad, but we're really happy because
group of youngsters visiting from
it's fun.
Trumball County's Badger School.
"We never get to come out everyFinally heeding their request, Erv- day and see them (the players),
ing and Marques Johnson put on a
especially the all-stars. The two-hour
brief clinic of various slams, bringbus ride didn't seem too long."
ing the crowd to life for the first time
With Cleveland being represented
in an hour. Dr. J stepped off to the
on the East squad, that's where the
side where a simultaneous flash of
majority of the crowd's hearts
hundreds of cameras greeted Mm.
rested. Still, there was debate over
He then left the floor to a standing
whether Erving or Bird was the
ovation.
show's star.
THE YOUTHS in the crowd ate it
Another Badger player cast his
up.
vote for the Philadelphia '76ers Erv"It was worth it," said one of the
ing.
members of the Badger team,
HE'S THE star," he said. "He

dunks the most"
But 11-year-olds Danny Piunno of
Willowick and David Blatnicky of
Solon said it was Bird, no contest.
"Larry Bird," answered Blatnicky,
"because it's only his second year in
the pros and he's really good."
The staged extravaganza proved to
be very good for the Coliseum.
Though admission and parking was
complimentary, red, white and blue
commemorative All-Star pennants
were being gobbled up at $3.00 a
crack and all other concessions were
open and being visited in full force.
Any signs of a recession were
miles away on this day.

